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(This Letter was written by the owner of “Nico” and “Baco” and addressed to the firm
“Ranzijn” where she bought the drug Bravecto)
On April 25th I bought the tick & flea medication Bravecto from your company
“Ranzijn”.
On May 8th my little dog “Nico” had loss of function and he fell down and could
hardly walk so I took him to the vet practice “of Ranzijn” in the city Spijk...
They gave him pain relief med because they didn’t really know what was going on,
and since my dog has had many fractures in the past (caused by abuse), we thought
that his body was giving up...
One day later the symptoms got worse... At the vet we had to make the decision not
to let him suffer any longer, and give him his rest. Our other dog “Baco”, a young

and healthy 9 months old showed the same symptoms as “Nico”...He started falling
down, shaking, and was disoriented...
The vet was puzzled, just like the vet at the company of Ranzijn...
There were a few things that could be causing this...
A. intoxication
B. brain swelling because of falling or a collision
C . seizure of a special kind..
The vet came to the conclusion that the brains were swollen caused by falling...but
now I have a different opinion about that...coincidence doesn’t exist!!!!
Baco got the heavy medication Prednison and the symptoms got less..
Now I would be a bad dog owner if I didn’t do my research when the word
“intoxication” comes forward, and so I wondered if it could be caused by something I
gave to them...
Searching on the internet I found stories about your medication “Bravecto” and I
definitely found information about the same symptoms...I realise that it has not (yet)
been proven that these symptoms are caused by your product, but I think this is too
much to be a coincidence to leave it like that, and so I would like to get in contact..
I presume that you also stand for “health-care” for the animals, and that you are
open to listening to my story...when it comes out this drug appears to be not so
good for dogs, that you will take action on this...
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